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Executive Summary
Any successful retirement-income advisory 
practice is certain to be dominated by female
clients. The average age a woman becomes widowed
in the U.S. is 56. And, 47% of women age 55 and
older become single due to divorce, separation or
loss of a spouse. It becomes increasingly important
for advisers to understand the drivers of how
women make decisions. Advisers who apply The
Retirement Income Industry Association’s (RIIA’s)
expanded “client segmentation matrix” as part of
their practice management will more effectively
design tailored retirement-income strategies for each
client based on gender and role in the household.
By integrating women’s perspectives and approaches
into their business practice, advisers will improve
the likelihood of retaining women as clients.

In this paper, we present three critical areas for advisers
to work into their retirement-income practices:
■ Understanding women’s perspectives and

unique points of view
■ Expanding the RIIA client segmentation model

to effectively stratify women clients
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■ Integrating women’s perspectives to build a
successful retirement business

The goal is to help advisers improve their approach
and develop a more effective and efficient way of
working with women entering retirement.

In addition, we include a “view from a successful
adviser” who has learned to effectively 
communicate with women and build a more 
successful practice.

Introduction
The dynamics of a modern woman’s day are 
anything but conventional. For most, they include
traditional homemaking roles and professional
skills at work. Time is her most valuable resource
and she never has enough of it. Add 20 to 30 years
of childrearing chaos to the mix and you have a
recipe for retirement unpreparedness.

When a woman finally has the chance to think about
retirement, she often feels overwhelmed and 
under-educated. Not surprisingly, an astounding 75%
of women are concerned that they will not have
enough money for retirement1. Many women 
understand they need financial advice from an expert
and are searching for the right person to answer 
questions. More importantly, women look for an
adviser who will ask them questions they need to
answer. 

Experts such as financial advisers, insurance
agents and investment managers are 
predominantly male, and are often more 
comfortable approaching retirement planning as a
science. Female clients typically look for 
relationships and connections in addition to 
information and solutions. Due to the disconnect
between the offerings of male advisers and the wants
of the female clients, it comes as no surprise that
as many as 50% of females look to change 
advisers after losing a spouse2. 

Any successful retirement-income advisory 
practice is certain to be dominated by female
clients. The average age a woman becomes widowed
in the U.S. is 56. And, 47% of women age 55 and
older become single due to divorce, separation or
loss of a spouse3. It becomes increasingly important
for advisers to understand the drivers of how
women make decisions. Advisers who apply RIIA’s
expanded “client segmentation matrix” as part of
their practice management will more effectively
design tailored retirement-income strategies for each
client based on gender and role in the household.
By integrating women’s perspectives and approaches
into their business practice, advisers will improve
the likelihood of retaining women as clients. 

Understanding Women’s Perspectives and Unique
Points of View
The roles of women are extensive within any 
family unit. Whether a woman is working outside
the home, from the home or in the home, the lion’s
share of household and family-oriented 
responsibilities falls squarely on her shoulders.
Therefore, it is important to get a more in-depth
view of how women determine their own worth and
their identities, and how they make decisions. It is
especially important for advisers to recognize,
acknowledge and incorporate three realities of how
each woman defines her world:
■ How she views her daily life
■ How her journey as a working woman shapes

her views and decisions
■ How choosing motherhood changes her

attitudes and priorities

Daily Life Requires Multiple Skills and Multi-Tasking
Similar to classic manufacturing industries, a
woman’s day breaks down into 3 shifts: “A” shift for
work and commuting; “B” shift for home and 
family operations; and “C” shift for sleeping. The tasks
in each shift are distinct, requiring different skills and
capabilities. The shifts are not equal (Figure 14).
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After sleeping about six hours, women typically
spend about 10 hours a day on the job. They spend
another eight hours a day running the home, 
managing the family and preparing meals.

For example, after completing her “A” shift, 
utilizing professional skills, she must quickly
transition to “B” shift as homemaker, mom and chef.
Each year, women prepare or arrange for over one
thousand meals and make over 100 trips to the 
grocery store. 

Retirement Implications: A woman’s fast-paced
schedule combined with meeting the daily needs of
her family does not allow time to become a financial
expert. She is very familiar with the household
budget, cash flow and financial trade-offs. An adviser
should acknowledge her practical cash management
experience and leverage it when discussing debt 
management, saving strategies and generating income
for retirement. Women are planners by nature or by
necessity. In general, advisers will have a more 
receptive ear when helping women clients envision
the practical realities of living day-to-day in retirement.

Experiences in the Work Force Have Come at a Cost
Consider that in 1950 only 30% of the labor force
was made up of women. By 2001, women made up
47% of the U.S. work force (Figure 2)5. 

“Women have transformed the American workplace
over the past 50 years, and in so doing have 
created a series of conflicts and challenges for
today’s working women that have proven to be 
difficult to resolve.6”

FIGURE 1: STRUCTURE OF A WOMAN’S TYPICAL WEEKDAY (HOURS)

F I G U R E 2 :  T H E C H A N G I N G P E R C E N TA G E O F W O M E N I N T H E W O R K F O R C E
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Baby boomer women were at the forefront of this
revolution. The women who worked full-time in the
1970s and 1980s did so without an infrastructure in
place to support either their career paths or their
young children. They faced uphill battles and 
difficult career and family decisions at every step.
The leading-edge boomer women – now in their late
50s to mid-60s – made significant contributions in
their careers against the odds while successfully 
raising children. These women have accomplished
much, but many of their decisions had a direct impact
on their ability to adequately save for retirement. 

Specifically, it appears that many leading-edge
boomer women will have an over-reliance on Social
Security as a primary income source. In 2009, 45%
of all elderly unmarried females receiving Social
Security benefits relied on Social Security for 90
percent or more of their income7. 

Ironically, in 2007 the first baby boomer to file for
Social Security income was a woman. Longer
female life expectancies, coupled with a decrease
in workplace pensions will ultimately put more 
pressure on women to seek professional advice as
they recognize the shortcomings of Social Security
in their overall plan.

Retirement Implications: Each woman brings a
wide range of experiences and perspectives to the
table. Retirement is just the next challenge and they
will tackle it like any other challenge they have

faced. They will: 
■ Bring creative ideas and resources built on a

strong foundation of experiences
■ Rely on their energy and enthusiasm and a thirst

for new knowledge
■ Recognize that their financial tool bag is

incomplete and that they need expert help
■ Acknowledge anxiety and fears about what

retirement will mean to them

It is important to recognize these attributes and not
minimize their feelings. Rather, channel their
energy into actionable steps that are benchmarked
to personal successful outcomes.

The Decision to Have Children...or Not
That single decision whether or not to have 
children bifurcates women and creates two 
mindsets and life paths. Women who have children
must accommodate for a dependent child and take
on the responsibility of childrearing. With this one
decision, women diverge from a path of single focus
to a land of daily chaos and uncertainty.

“A mother can’t grow her way out of it, buy her way
out of it or move her way out of it. Age, income and
geography cannot protect a mom from the 
pressure of motherhood.8” 

Motherhood means that a woman will spend 20 or
more years not having enough time in the day. With
never-ending challenges that happen on any given
day in a household with children, juggling the daily
routine with the daily disasters creates a significant
amount of stress. 

The Pew Research Center assessed how stressful
a working mom’s life is (Figure 3). Forty-one 
percent of employed moms with children under 18
are stressed compared to 27% of employed moms
whose children are grown, and 25% of at home
moms with younger children9. 

FIGURE 3: WORKING MOMS FACE SIGNIFICANT TIME PRESSURES
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AN ADV I S E R’S EX P E R I E N C E:  CO N N E C T I N G W I T H WOM E N O N T H E I R TE R M S CR E AT ES
CONNECTIONS AND NEW BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

Craig Adamson is an independent financial adviser and Retirement Management Analyst. His 
practice is based on a comprehensive planning approach which addresses both accumulation and
decumulation… before he knew “decumulation” was even a word. Over the past 15 years he has
developed a “high-touch” approach which has been well received by his clients, and particularly
by his women clients.

Craig recently hosted a women-focused educational seminar: Diamonds – No Roth IRAs – are a
Girl’s Best Friend. From the title alone, women immediately connected with Craig – that he 
understands them and “gets” what women are about. 

This seminar was part of a long-running women’s conference offering education on health, 
business, nutrition, finances, etc. His session was standing room only. 

Craig’s seminar is both educational and fun with plenty of places for the audience to pause, regroup,
ask questions and, of course, laugh. His opening question of “Who wants a new BFF? Could it be
a Roth IRA?” is a lighthearted approach to an otherwise dry topic. He sprinkled great quotes from
famous women throughout the presentation such as Mae West’s “A dame that knows the ropes isn’t
likely to get tied up” to promote the empowerment of women... another point of connection between
Craig and his audience. 

The educational nature of the seminar, coupled with the humor and understanding, kept the 
audience engaged in the various benefits of owning a Roth IRA including: 
■ Financial ownership with control
■ Freedom and flexibility
■ An option of a legacy for her children or grandchildren

“There were so many good questions from the audience. I hadn’t anticipated how engaged my 
audience would be. It probably helps that I’m not afraid to laugh at myself and demonstrate how
silly some male advisers are when they talk about finances. Sadly, I spent almost half of the time
answering what I consider to be very basic financial questions. And, it really reinforced the 
glaring need for retirement education for women. The engagement and willingness to learn and ask
questions was a phenomenal experience. These women certainly validated the need for professional
advice at this crucial time in this nation’s history (i.e. the baby boomer generation’s retirement).”

His plans for 2012 include educating women at this same conference with his Roth IRA 
presentation, as well as a Town Hall style Q&A about finances that is more suited to financial 
beginners.
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Retirement Implications: Women often feel that
retirement will be their time to begin to manage
stress and enjoy a more independent lifestyle. Many
look forward to a less frenetic pace and may want
to retire earlier than a spouse or partner. Only 14%
of retired women report feeling they are always
rushed10. Assessing the financial feasibility of
early retirement is important to proactively 
discuss with women clients. 

Additionally, women are more attuned to their 
personal health and mortality. Generally 
speaking, men often do not recognize that they may
get sick or injured, and eventually die. 
Conversely, women tend to be more realistic and
are often more open and honest during discussions
related to the need for insurance protection for 
themselves and their spouse and their family
(including extended family such as parents or 
in-laws). Taking a comprehensive look at the
costs of all insurance needed during retirement is
a key discussion topic. Include health, life and 
disability insurance into retirement conversations.

Expanding the RIIA Client Segmentation Model to 
Effectively Stratify Women Clients 
The Retirement Income Industry Association’s
break-through business opportunity matrix is the
foundation of the Retirement Management 
Analyst (RMA) curriculum. It squarely places the
client in “the hub at the center of the advisory
process.11” At this level, the client is gender-
neutral. To build a more effective retirement 

business practice, an adviser must go further to set
up sub-segments that categorize female clients in
relationship to their family status. 

RIIA’s Client Segmentation Models – the First Level
Building a business to capture and retain clients as
they transition into and live in retirement requires
a very different segmentation schema than the 
accumulation wealth level versus risk tolerance. The
retirement-income segmentation is one designed to
help clients address how they can create 
sustainable retirement “paychecks” as long as
they live. The RIIA Client Segmentation Matrix 
provides an excellent topline overview for an
adviser to reposition his clients (Figure 4).

RIIA further explored where opportunities are for
advisers. For higher-touch, one-on-one service 
models, the best opportunity falls in the affluent 
segment where clients are overfunded or 
constrained, and in the high net worth constrained
segment. (Exhibit 4, shaded areas)12 Using this
matrix, advisers can prioritize their limited time,
focusing on the likely opportunities first.

Expanding RIIA’s Model – the Next Level 
After an adviser maps each client household into
RIIA’s Client Segmentation Matrix (Figure 4), he
or she has constructed a retirement-income 
potential business-opportunity matrix. Consider this
the macro level view of the business. However, at
this level of segmentation, the adviser cannot 
utilize a single practice management approach for
decumulation that will work for all clients. One size
will not fit all. 

Therefore, when focusing on retaining women
clients, the solution is to expand the Matrix to 
create sub-segments. This allows the adviser to 
further stratify his book and position each client into
a more detailed target group (Figure 5)13. 

With this more detailed schema, an adviser builds

FIGURE 4: RIIA’S CLIENT SEGMENTATION MATRIX

Overfunded Constrained Underfunded

HNW

Affluent

Mass Market
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from macro view to micro view to effectively 
create specific, appropriate, tactical plans tailored
to each similar group of women clients. Specifically,
the adviser can now: 
■ Identify household relationships and stratify

clients into gender and presence of children,
which are key identifiers for how women
view themselves

■ Create a series of planning approaches that
apply more appropriately to individual clients

■ Proactively build retirement-income
relationships with individual clients

■ Map clients into a schema that balances
opportunity with profitability

Then, advisers are in a position to address the unique
needs of women clients based on their identities within
their family units. They now have a model to 
differentiate their retirement-income planning process
based on the sub-segmentation of their client base. 

Integrating Women’s Perspectives to Build a Successful
Retirement Business
Women are not one homogeneous group. They may
share common characteristics, but they are unique
individuals. It is important to recognize that there

are very real differences among women clients.
Each woman defines herself based on key decisions
made years ago: 
■ Marry or not
■ Have children or not
■ Stay at home to raise a family
■ Work full-time
■ Pursue a higher education or even advanced

degrees
■ Pursue a career track – professional or

management
■ Start and run a business or become

entrepreneurs

Key relationship building occurs at the initial 
discovery phase and, in most cases, it is the most
important phase to women. When beginning 
retirement-income discussions with clients, 
advisers must restart a new discovery phase for a new
phase of life. The following tips can help advisers 
navigate a new discovery phase for retirement income:

1. Listen to what women clients are saying, how
they say it and what they aren’t saying.
■ Have open discussions that include their

personal history – who they are and what is

FIGURE 5: RIIA’S CLIENT SEGMENTATION MATRIX WITH SUB-SEGMENTATION

Overfunded Constrained Underfunded
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Spouses or
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important to them
■ Incorporate what you hear – do not just repeat

back what they have told you

2. Answer women’s questions directly.
■ If a woman asks a yes or no question, give a

yes or no answer. Then, further explain
■ Let her set the pace and process what she is

learning. Remember, she is always
multi-tasking and is trying to fit pieces of a
puzzle together

3. Understand and accept the stress level and
multi-tasking capabilities of women.
■ Women have limited time for any one task.

Planning for retirement is important, but it is
one of 300 things they need to accomplish today

■ Have a prepared package for them with
pertinent information. Include a timeline and
calendar of important dates

■ Do not waste their time by running over
schedule. Schedule follow up meetings as
needed

4. Simplify technical jargon and industry
language.
■ Translate your professional language into

consumer-friendly language

■ Provide her with well-written materials that will
help her learn new concepts

5. Sponsor forums and seminars for your
women clients and prospects.
■ Women value different ideas. Provide a place

for a group of women clients to get together to
discuss specific retirement topics

■ Publish the topics ahead of time and send
background materials for prep work

■ Plan for twice as much time as you think the
topic requires

■ Get the discussion started, then listen to how
they work through the topic and learn

Summary
Each woman’s unique set of skills and perspectives are
a composite of her experiences and accomplishments
at work and at home. Her past becomes the 
foundation for how she looks forward to making
strategic and tactical plans for living in retirement.

The adviser’s role is to provide her with information,
a time frame, and a linear path to meet and overcome
retirement challenges. Demonstrating an 
understanding of her perspective allows her to be
comfortable enough to ask questions. When a
woman is asking questions, the connection has been
made and the business potential is high. ■
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